Eric, a professional astrologer for 25 years, works with individuals, couples and businesses. Specialties include career moves, personal creativity and karmic relationships. Consultations are available in person, by telephone, or on cassette. Eric also offers classes, lectures and appearances at parties and special events. For more information and to schedule a private session, contact Eric by email or call:

stars@ericlinter.com * 508-541-4115

“I learned more from one session than I did from 5 years of analysis.” - J.G., Cambridge, MA
Imagine a world where you:

- Follow your inner guidance
- Take empowered actions
- Fulfill your soul’s destiny
- Live in your purpose

Colon Hydrotherapy

Experience colon hydrotherapy in a safe, relaxed environment using state-of-the-art FDA registered equipment.

Stephanie Dumas
1-ACT Certified Colon Hydrotherapist, Owner
Lexington Medical Building
16 Clarke Street, Lexington, MA
stephanie@healthyspiritcleansing.com
781-860-5116

Coaching

Join Carolyn to Create Your Own Sacred Haven
- Where reality and imagination come together
- Filled with magic, mystery and awe that inspires a life of ease and flow
- And allows your soul’s energy to guide you confidently and gracefully to your heart’s desires.

When you live in your own Sacred Haven, you discover the power of nature’s cycles and create an authentic life that lights you up.

Start your journey now and get your free soul clarity gift!
www.CarolynMcGee.com

Consciousness Transformation

Advaita Meditation Center®
Advaita (Nonduality) is a philosophical and spiritual tradition of self-realization. We look to both eastern and western teachers for inspiration.

From our students:
- How do you stay calm in this busy life? The center has given me the tools to do just that.
- There has been no greater blessing in this life than finding the path of Advaita and the amazing people who journey together on it!

cause and Development of All Illness
What the Person Sows, He Will Reap
Every cell of the body has a consciousness, a subconscious and a spirit consciousness. If the nervous system is tense, the eternal life force, the spirit consciousness, can supply the cells only to a very limited extent and the cellular tissue is paralyzed. The result is illness and blows of fate, since the nervous system registers a person’s feelings, thoughts, words and deeds at every moment.

www.advaitameditation.org
Toll-Free: 1-844-576-0937
PO Box 2221, Deering, NH 03244

Andrea Seiver, Ph.D.
Channeled Readings Classes

Have you spoken with an ascended master recently? Vywamus, channelled by Andrea Seiver, is a master and teacher who is working to help all humans make the shift into the higher levels of consciousness.

Readings with Vywamus cover your life work, relationships, past lives, and other issues with his characteristic warmth, humor, and practical advice.

Channeled Classes and Spiritual Tutoring help you personally evolve and begin to live in a state of higher consciousness.
Evenings with Vywamus: Enjoy discussion evenings with Vywamus, contact Andrea for next dates.

For information, contact Andrea at 617-332-1541
www.andreaseiver.com
Available Now!
The Next Big Bang:
The Explosion of Human Consciousness
A Vywamus Book
Read more at www.andreaseiver.com

Don’t ask yourself what the world needs.
Ask yourself what makes you come alive, and go do that, because what the world needs is people who have come alive. — Howard Thurman
Counseling and Therapy

**Vanessa Linsey**  
MEDIATOR & COACH

Are you a spiritual being in a very human marriage? Couples coaching will help you and your partner refresh, transform, or reinvent your relationship. During coaching sessions, you'll explore topics like health, money, sex, parenting, love languages, work, domestic roles, retirement, and blending families. You'll also learn to:

- Turn toxic arguments into productive conversations
- Improve the quality of your intimacy and together time
- Make confident decisions about your family’s future
- Discuss difficult topics in a safe and supportive space

Coach Vanessa Linsey loves helping couples get on the same page. She is a communication expert and divorce mediator with extensive background in mindfulness and parenting.

“Vanessa taught us how to see each other in a different light. I highly recommend her to any couple that could use a little help in making their relationship a much better one.”

Visit [vanessalinsey.com](http://vanessalinsey.com) to learn more or for a free consultation.

---

**Dr. Tarah Doyle**  
Holistic Counseling and Energy Healing

Tarah is a holistic psychologist who uses a combination of energy healing techniques, breathwork, meditation, and visualization to help her clients move through blocks, shed layers of programming, and re-align to their Authentic, Soulful selves.

If you are ready to heal and are committed to your own healing, Tarah invites you to reach out.

Tarah offers the following services:

- Holistic Counseling
- Guided Energy Clearing Sessions
- Transformational Workshops, and
- Individual & Group Coaching Programs

Visit [www.tarahdoyle.com](http://www.tarahdoyle.com) to learn more or for a free consultation.

---

**Trish Whynot, D.C.Ed.**  
Doctor of CORE Education

Holistic Counseling Concepts


Dr. Trish Whynot’s approach is a blending of personal growth and spiritual wisdom incorporating ASAT™ C.O.R.E. Counseling, meditative techniques, and wise guidance that comes through the Mineral Kingdom.

- Get to the root of physical, social and financial problems.
- Learn approaches to living and loving that expect opportunities even during challenging times.
- Thrive on the wisdom, compassion and understanding gained from life experiences and open to an array of extraordinary futures.

“What impressed me about Dr. Trish Whynot was her ability to see through the chaos of life’s web and identify the root cause of any problem.” — Bob Olson, Afterlifetv.com

Workshops and Sessions Available  
In Office, Phone or Skype  
Pittsfield and Windham, NH  
[www.TrishWhynot.com](http://www.TrishWhynot.com)  
Tel: 978-314-4545

---

Counseling and Therapy

**Barbara Madden Johnson**  
Certified Master Hypnotist  
NLP Practitioner  
Energy Medicine Practitioner

Barbara brings a rich blend of deep experience as a clinician, clinical supervisor, college administrator, and professor. She helps individuals resolve health issues, including learning disabilities, dyslexia, immune and auto-immune diseases, chronic fatigue syndrome, fibromyalgia, and depression, as well as issues relating to career, identity, relationships, and more recently, gender identification.

Get to the core — Transform your life!  
You are on this earth to be happy and realize your true potential.

EMDR + BSP + Hypnosis + Reiki

I use a combination of traditional, body centered and energy therapies to increase the speed and deepen the level of holistic healing.

“Barbara has a unique gift. She really helped me find the person I was meant to be buried under the layers of what people wanted me to be.” — Sheryl C., Boston, MA

You can do this. You can find peace of mind. You can make positive changes permanent. You can heal your body, mind, and soul. You may not know how to connect to the part of you that knows the way, but that part of you is still in you. Barbara will help you reconnect and guide you on your unique healing path.

**PATH TO THE PRESENT**

Diane Spindler, LMHC, LMFT

Healing and teaching for over 25 years

- Relief of PTSD and depression
- Elimination of phobias
- Reduction of anxiety, panic attacks, unexplained body pain, nightmares, flashbacks, and dissociation

Every blade of grass has its angel who bends over it and whispers, “Grow, grow.” — The Talmud

---

The art of being wise is the art of knowing what to overlook. — William James
I offer a variety of modalities such as: EMDR, Sandtray Therapy, Relaxation Techniques, Therapeutic Movement & Psychotherapy to help heal our core issues and attain a more integrated sense of health and well-being. I look forward to meeting you.

Client Comments:
- Sandtray – “Sand tray therapy helped me see my life more clearly.”
- EMDR – “I had insights I never had before.”
- Therapeutic Movement – “It was great to feel the freedom in my body after working with you.”

42 Thoreau Street, Concord, MA 01742
508-828-0820

Upper Valley Reiki & Holistic Arts
Darlene L. Bailey

Reiki and my latest healing modality is EM. I have had great success combining these in various ways. Holy Fire Reiki is a new form of Reiki, the energy comes directly from source and most who experience it find it to be stronger than other forms of Reiki. Attunements are replaced by Ignitions and the energy flows directly from Source, as we relinquish control over Reiki energy, we also gain free will to use it. Craniosacral Therapy using the light touch of CST one uses their hands to diagnose and treat distortions and dysfunctions along the spinal cord. Using soft touch techniques, we release the restrictions in the tissues around the craniosacral system. EM is a type of healing energy medicine that combines ancient Chinese systems, including acupuncture, feng shui, with modern knowledge of physics and anatomy. EM allows practitioners to diagnose and treat people over long distances. Tapping into Universal Qi for both diagnosing and treating both western diseases and balancing eastern flows. My journey continues. Perhaps yours will begin, or continue; join me.

Sacred Resonance Healing
43 Highland St. Southborough, MA 01772
SacredResonanceHealing.com • 508-303-0366
Bena@SacredResonanceHealing.com

Crystal Reiki
Mind Body Spirit
Reiki Master Teacher, Certified Spiritual Life Coach, SCR, CDP

Crystal Reiki offers Reiki sessions, Reiki Training, and transformative Spiritual Coaching to support you in living your best life, Birth Healing and Land and Space clearing to provide healthy beginnings and environments for life.

Crystal Reiki Energy.com

WHAT HER CLIENTS SAY
“Your access to Spirit is divine, healing and magical.” — Sarah
“Deborah … gently offered her insight and provided tools to help me turn my mindset from frustration to acceptance.” — Jeni

ONLINE AND COVID-SAFE
IN-PERSON SESSIONS AVAILABLE
Find Crystal Reiki at The Gentle Place Wellness Center in Framingham, MA
508-353-5136 • www.CrystalReikiEnergy.com

Spirit of Change SPRING/SUMMER 2022
Libby Barnett, MSW, RMT
Awaken Your Healing Touch

Libby is a gifted, knowledgeable Reiki Master with 41 years experience. She learned Reiki from John Harvey Gray in 1979, and is the longest practicing Reiki Master Teacher on the East Coast. Her book, Reiki Energy Medicine, Bringing Healing Touch into Home, Hospital, and Hospice, has sold over 75,000 copies in five languages.

Use Reiki to create more joy, ease, and happiness. Libby’s warm, heart-centered approach helps you take your next step toward self-love and inner peace. Reiki brings balance and harmony, supporting you doing the work you were born to do. Reiki facilitates transitions, promotes creativity and wisdom, and accelerates spiritual growth, helping you manifest your magnificence.

Libby has been teaching Reiki at Kripalu Center for Yoga and Health for 15 years. She has taught medical and nursing students at Harvard, Dana Farber Cancer Institute, Brown, Tufts, and Yale, as well as staff at Mass General, Brigham and Women’s, Beth Israel, Mt. Auburn, and Dartmouth-Hitchcock, Southern New Hampshire, New York Columbia Presbyterian hospitals, and social workers at the University of Maryland. Libby was featured in a Reiki segment for the PBS nationally televised series, Body and Soul.

“Libby has a beautiful way of teaching and creates a perfect atmosphere for healing and learning.”

One of Libby’s passions is teaching hospice staff and volunteers. Fueled by Reiki energy, their healing touch is enhanced, creating greater effectiveness in calming agitation, soothing pain and providing comfort.

In class, a powerful slide presentation captures the essence of Reiki and highlights the latest research. Reiki stories from Libby’s extensive experience will uplift and inspire you, showing how anyone can learn Reiki. You receive attunements and practice giving and receiving Reiki. You leave class with an illustrated notebook, certificate, and Reiki pin, fully trained and certified to do Reiki on yourself, family, friends, and animals.

“Hands on, Reiki’s on.”

“My commitment to teach the Usui System of Reiki Healing in the authentic, traditional manner inspired me to visit Japan to retrace the roots of Reiki. I am dedicated to teaching this sacred healing art to promote health and conscious living on the planet. I invite you to give yourself the gift of Reiki. It is an easy, effective self-care tool to love, heal, and empower yourself. I look forward to meeting you and sharing Reiki.”

All classes are offered virtually via Zoom:

Reiki I:
March 12 or June 25 or October 1

Reiki II Class on day following Reiki I Class;
Taking Reiki I and Reiki II back to back is encouraged.

Reiki Master Class:
April 30 or July 9 or November 5

Graduates of other Reiki teachers welcome.

Additional Reiki training dates can be found at: www.reikienergy.com

All credit cards accepted.
Social Work, Nursing and Massage contact hours/CEU’s available. Reiki Master Teacher Training info available on request.

To register or for more information: reiki@reikienergy.com

www.BodyBalancingCenter.com

Body Balancing Center
bringing body, mind and spirit into balance

Bhavna Srivastava, The Golden Light

Available Services
• Private Card Reading
• Golden Light Healings
• Mastermind Program
• Group Healings/Clearings

Coaching and Mentoring
• Monthly intensive 2 day online or in person

Programs/Workshop
• Shine Your Light Mastermind Program
• Golden Light Heater Workshop
• Golden Light Modality

Retreats
• Multidimensional Connection Retreat in Utah
• Let’s Dream in Orlando Retreat
• CEO Retreats

Healing: Combined Modalities

The Golden Light Healing Meditation every 20th of the month.

Bhavna Srivastava, The Golden Light

available on her website and at amazon.com.

Some of my offerings are:
• Holistic aesthetic / therapeutic body products
• Self-help books on self mastery
• Spiritual art
• Free holistic consultations
• Massage therapy

Rejuvelate
Shanti (Deanna Avakumova)
www.rejuvelate.com
617-548-8758
North Andover, MA 01845

www.BodyBalancingCenter.com
Text or call 508-868-3624
info@BodyBalancingCenter.com

Healing: Combined Modalities

intuitive HEALING

Wendy Marks
M.Ed, C.A.S., FAPA

• Improve your physical, mental, and spiritual health
• Works with individuals to develop their own intuitive skills

“My healing practices and techniques have ripple effects on individuals’ lives and the world around us.”

Looking for practical guidance to create your own spiritual path? You’ll find it in Wendy’s book Your Soul’s Companion, available on her website and at amazon.com.

www.wendymarks.com  781-449-5368
wlm922@wendymarks.com

www.spiritofchange.org
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**Healing: Combined Modalities**

**LIFE FORCE REIKI & AROMATHERAPY**

Mind Body Spirit Well-Being with Reiki and Essential Oils

**PAULINE KOSOWAN**
Reiki Master Practitioner and Teacher Aromatherapist
Remote Reiki Sessions
Essential Oil Instruction & Authentic Oils

508-737-1384 • www.lifeforcereiki.com
pauline@lifeforcereiki.com

**Homeopathy**

Experience the Healing Energy of Homeopathy

**ABBY BEALE, CCH RSHom(NA)**
Are you looking for a smarter way to heal your body from nagging chronic issues?

Homeopathic care is holistic and individualized, taking into account all of who you are and how you experience life—mentally, emotionally, and physically.

Whether it’s depression, anxiety, women’s issues, digestive troubles, child behavior problems, or more, know that homeopathy works with your body to relieve symptoms, restore vitality, and improve your overall health.

Ask about *Tea with a Homeopath* events or beginner study groups.

All appointments currently online only.

ABBY BEALE, CCH RSHom(NA)
homeopathyhealings@gmail.com
HomeopathyHealings.com ¶ 413-426-1024

**Natural Products**

Contact me to learn more about...

- Ingredients to Avoid
- Purchase Products
- Host a Gathering
- Join the Movement
- And More!

**Theresa Begin**
Independent Consultant

purehaven.com/tbegin
linktr.ee/PurehavenTheresa
860-479-1098

**Nutrition**

I CAN HELP YOU:

- Relieve digestive issues such as IBS and GERD
- Stop unhealthy eating practices
- Curb sugar and carb addictions while improving your A1C numbers
- Enhance your health with nutritional cleansing.

**BETH COLON, M.S., BCHN**
Nutrition Counselor
Board Certified in Holistic Nutrition

Come on a journey with me to improve your health with holistic nutrition.

978-340-0448
HolisticNutritionServices.com

**Readings**

Connecting to Spirit for inspiration, sustenance and support for your life’s journey

Nancy guides you into a connection with spirit and your soul for guidance, healing, and direction. Connect with a loved one who has passed or receive Soul messages in a session with Nancy. Ask about package discounts and mentoring relationships.

**Nancy Smith**
akashic medium, spirit artist author, teacher

SOUL ART Nancy offers sessions in the Akashic Records to open to your Soul. She will sketch while she reads. You will receive your art a couple weeks later.

**SOUL ART MENTORING**
Nancy also offers Soul Art Mentoring over a period of time. This mentoring includes Akashic healing work, sketches to help you on your way, and a final piece of art that commemorates your Journey and gives you a vision of you on your Soul’s path.

Interested in finding out more about training or mentorship? Contact Nancy for a FREE discovery session

978-935-0005 • nancy@angelscapes.net
Haverhill, MA • angelscapes.net

SOUL ART • Nancy offers sessions in the Akashic Records to open to your Soul. She will sketch while she reads. You will receive your art a couple weeks later.

SOUL ART MENTORING • Nancy also offers Soul Art Mentoring over a period of time. This mentoring includes Akashic healing work, sketches to help you on your way, and a final piece of art that commemorates your Journey and gives you a vision of you on your Soul’s path.

**Spiritual mediumship**

**Spirit portraits of loved ones in Spirit**

**Akashic record life readings**

**Group sessions and classes**

**Akashic Training**

**Soul Art**

**SOUL ART MENTORING**
Nancy also offers Soul Art Mentoring over a period of time. This mentoring includes Akashic healing work, sketches to help you on your way, and a final piece of art that commemorates your Journey and gives you a vision of you on your Soul’s path.

Interested in finding out more about training or mentorship? Contact Nancy for a FREE discovery session

978-935-0005 • nancy@angelscapes.net
Haverhill, MA • angelscapes.net

**COZY SHEEPSKINS FOR EVERYDAY LIFE**

- White & Colorful, all textures
- Kundalini Yoga & Healing Reiki
- Babies & Furry friends love them!
- Guru Dev Yogic Healing Oils

**SHEEPSKIN MAMA**
Ethically Sourced Sheepskins

SHEEPSKINMAMA.COM
INFO@SHEEPSKINMAMA.COM

If it’s important you’ll find a way.
If it’s not you’ll find an excuse. — Ryan Blair
Retreats

Sage Mountain Botanical Sanctuary is a nonprofit conservation retreat center located in Central Vermont, just south of Croton State Forest and 20 minutes east of Montpelier. Our 600 acre wilderness preserve features rustic lodging and opportunities for day visits, private overnight retreats, and group bookings. We also offer online courses in herbalism for grief and trauma, holistic tools for end-of-life care, and flower essences. Learn more at our website and submit your request for a reservation at www.sagemountain.com.

Sage Mountain Botanical Sanctuary
www.sagemountain.com
802-479-9825

Spiritual Practices

When we change... the world changes.

Methods of achieving stability and clarity of mind become more and more essential as our social, political, and economic structures change dramatically. Raja Yoga is a simple but powerful form of meditation that can help you to develop peace of mind, resilience, and inner strength.

The Brahma Kumaris is a worldwide spiritual organization, affiliated with the UN and recipient of seven Peace Messenger awards. Classes include meditation and a range of other practical tools for self-transformation. Workshops, group meditations, and retreats are held regularly.

All activities are offered free of charge, as a community service.

- Brahma Kumaris Learning Center for Peace
  75 Common St, Watertown, MA
  617-926-1230 • bknewengland.org
  boston@us.brahmakumaris.org
- Inner Space Meditation Center & Gallery
  1110 Massachusetts Ave, Cambridge, MA
  617-347-1110 • innerspaceharvardsq.org
  info@innerspaceharvardsq.org
- Shrewsbury @ ATFS Center
  433 South St, Shrewsbury, MA
  617-926-1230
  shrewsbury@bknewengland.org
- Providence
  123 North Main St, Providence, RI
  401-354-2693
  providence@bknewengland.org
- Manchester
  575 W. Willow St, Ste 209, Manchester, NH
  603-622-5500
  manchester@bknewengland.org

Yoga

The Greater Boston Church of Spiritualism

The Greater Boston Church of Spiritualism embraces a religious and spiritual belief blending ancient wisdom with contemporary thought. Services are held every Sunday morning and every Sunday evening. Retreats, and group bookings. We also offer online courses in herbalism for grief and trauma, holistic tools for end-of-life care, and flower essences. Learn more at our website and submit your request for a reservation at www.sagemountain.com.

Sage Mountain Botanical Sanctuary
www.sagemountain.com
802-479-9825

TWO GREAT SERVICES IN ONE EASY LOCATION

 Awakening Moments Center

Offering the following services onsite or at your location as well as remote. Parties-Corporate or School Functions-Fundraising events.

- Private or group channeling sessions
- Psychic Readings • Angel Readings
- Spiritual Consultations • Reiki • Energy Healing
- Past Life Regression • Hypnosis
- Intuitive Development • Numerology
- Home clearings

Angie D’Anjou, Spiritual Consultant
Angie@angiedanjou.com • 603-321-4818
SESSIONS BY APPOINTMENT

inspired... yoga and health

We offer a variety of yoga classes to meet your needs. See our events and offerings which support health, wellness, healing and spiritual growth.

- Beach Yoga near Jenness State Beach NH (JUNE - AUG)
- Outdoor Yoga at Chivers Pond Candia NH (MAY - SEPT)
- Chair Yoga • Vinyasa Flow Yoga • Gentle Yoga
- Sound Healings with Crystal Bowls
- Reiki Shares • Meditation
- FREE Community Yoga Classes each month

Molly Thomas, Certified Kripalu Yoga Instructor
Molly@inspiredyogaandhealth.com • 603-548-9873
DROP-IN or AVANCE BOOKING AVAILABLE

www.spiritofchange.org